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Intelligence System Analysis of Consumer Content

According to GlobalWebIndex, nearly half of consumers have been stocking up

on food/drink (45%) and household supplies (43%). Whether it’s toilet paper,
disinfecting wipes or yeast (everyone is apparently baking up a storm), it’s clear
that people are trying to control what they can while living within the confines
of the COVID-19 quarantine. While hoarding behavior and discussion has
continued throughout the pandemic, the product categories have changed.

We used our Intelligent System Analysis of Consumer Content (I.S.A.C.C.) tool to
help us analyze over 189K social comments on COVID-19 from Jan 1, 2020 -
April 16, 2020. Through I.S.A.C.C. we applied machine learning to dive deep into
the context of each word within the COVID-19 discussion. The output
unearthed 42 rich topics from politics and rebuking ignorant behavior, to ways
people are passing time and hoarding. Diving into the purchase behaviors of
consumers over the last 5 weeks is very indicative of purchasing cycles for key
services and products. Is your brand one that’s in the consideration mix during
this purchase frenzy? Do you understand your purchase cycle so you can
appropriately answer the consumer’s call and gain share in the long-term?

What Are People Hoarding?

*The need to curb hoarding is referenced
by the most popular term in our analysis:
“per”, as in, limit 1 per customer
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A recent CNN report highlighted a Today Show interview with
Walmart CEO Doug McMillion who said, “you can definitely see that
as people have stayed home, their focus shifted.”

CNN summarizes the purchase theme timeline as:

Week 5 – Hair clippers and
hair dye
(sales up 166% and 23% respectively according
to Nielsen)

Week 1 – Hand sanitizers, soaps
and disinfectants
(Nielsen showed that hand sanitizer sales were up
479% from 2019)

Week 2 – Toilet paper
(still baffling us all)

Week 3 and 4 – Spiral hams and
baking yeast
(…so it’s not just Pennsylvania. Yeast sales were up 647%
from last year according to Nielsen)
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The Emotion Behind Hoarding
Most comments were more in criticism of others doing the hoarding, not
necessarily confessions of doing it themselves, but the frustration and panic runs
deep on both sides. I.e. people are hoarding because they’re panicking, there
won’t be enough for me, so I now need to panic, too. Commonly used social
words and direct quotes that represent the emotion around the hoarding
conversation are as follows:

“Asheville- Walmart out of wipes and sanitizer. They found every nook and cranny of where they were hidden!”

“Costco was crazy in Northern VA, we got there 8 minutes after they opened, and it was packed. Lots of people
buying water and toilet paper.”

“Get your TP before they run out because then you have to get it once there’s 2,000 active cases in your local
community.”

“I do curbside pickup for my groceries but right now, you can't even get an appointment slot. They only
schedule so far out and all the slots are always taken. -sigh- Also you can’t buy toilet paper at all via curbside
anymore since the hoarders took over”

“I work at a grocery store in Southern California. I work graveyard shifts stocking stuff. The store is absolutely
ravaged by the people. Its very hard to keep anything on the shelves. First the paper was going fast. Than the
bleach and canned food started…”

“NYC- lots of panic. Normally crowded places (museums, etc) very empty. No hand sanitizer except travel sizes.
Disinfecting wipes hard to find too.”

“This has absolutely suddenly changed. Northwest suburbs Costco tense.”

Sample Quotes
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So, Now What?

As we continue our quarantine, it’s important for marketers to look at their
consumer’s buying behavior cycles. Do your consumers purchase your product
every month, two months? Where are you in that cycle?

Car manufacturers now have drop-off test drive options available. If you were
in the market for a car and getting out of the house for a quick safe drive
improves your sanity, that’s an amazing customer experience and most likely a
consideration driver for when you’re ready to buy the car.

What other services are going to move towards self-service like what we’re
seeing with the salon industry? Routine check-ups? Can dental offices focus on
at-home whitening services? Maybe local eye doctors can promote Warby
Parker-esque at-home glasses trials. Local florists could push weekly delivery
based on “your design style.” Event planners can push virtual or family
entertainment ideas, “in a box.”

With a little creativity brands can get ahead of the curve to capture the
attention of recurring buyers as well as a competitor’s buyers. Use this
opportunity to drive consideration during a time where consumers would
welcome an appropriate taste of normalcy.
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Methodology
Brunner used a proprietary analysis technique, I.S.A.C.C. to better understand
any changes to a consumer’s wants and needs since the start of COVID-19 in
the US. We analyzed over 189K Reddit comments to inform our insight.

In addition to the use of our proprietary tools, we also analyzed the data from
Google trends and other third-party research to round out our analysis.

Sources
Globalwebindex: https://www.globalwebindex.com/

I.S.A.C.C.: www.brunnerworks.com

CNN: https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/11/business/panic-buying-walmart-

hair-color-coronavirus/index.html

Reddit

NetBase

https://www.globalwebindex.com/
http://www.brunnerworks.com/
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/11/business/panic-buying-walmart-hair-color-coronavirus/index.html
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